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Starting a new business is the easy part. Having it survive and then to thrive and grow is the biggest challenge every entrepreneur faces, especially the homebased and small business owner who usually has limited resources when launching a venture. Whether a business is based in one’s home or is a major corporation, certain basic principles of “getting the word out” and obtaining and keeping customers apply to every business and can be used effectively by all entrepreneurs to keep their ventures solvent and profitable. These basic principles are presented in Make Your Business Survive and Thrive! because they have been proven to help businesses succeed where others have often failed.

But growing a business is more than just marketing. It is managing, planning, positioning, financing, and finding the right resources, experts, paying customers, and clients, and much, much more. In this book, I provide not only important business marketing principles, but also realistic and useful suggestions that are targeted specifically for you, the small business owner and entrepreneur. I have included both proven and unique ways to grow and expand your business, as well as real-life examples from entrepreneurs for your information and encouragement.

Owners of small and home-based businesses face different challenges than larger corporations, because they have to juggle many tasks that larger companies have specialists to handle. Often new business owners start their businesses on the side while still working full-time as an employee, simultaneously balancing their finances, work, and family time. Fortunately, many successful entrepreneurs have kindly contributed marketing tips that have been effective in promoting their businesses. They have suffered growing pains firsthand in their entrepreneurial journeys and have graciously shared their experiences, both good and bad. Their advice is invaluable and they desire, as I do, to assist and encourage other business owners to succeed in their respective ventures.

Try to find other entrepreneurs to share marketing and business tips and with whom you can commiserate when business is tough and celebrate when business is good. If possible, share your business skills with others. Millions of business owners are mentors to other entrepreneurs and use their businesses in altruistic ways to help their communities and beyond. You never know how it will be returned. I was contacted by an entrepreneurial group from Ghana, Africa, and am presently gathering entrepreneurial business books they have requested to help start their own independent ventures.
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Image Analysis and RecognitionSpringer, 2004
The two-volume set LNCS 3211/3212 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Image Analysis and Recognition, ICIAR 2004, held in Porto, Portugal, in September/October 2004.
The 210 revised papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 316 full papers submitted. The papers are organized in topical...
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Decision Support Systems for Business IntelligenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Praise for the First Edition


	"This is the most usable decision support systems text. [i]t is far better than any other text in the field" —Computing Reviews


	Computer-based systems known as decision support systems (DSS) play a vital role in helping professionals across various fields of practice...
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Introduction to Organic PhotochemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 1991
Introduction to Organic Photochemistry John D. Coyle, The Open University, Milton Keynes The purpose of this book is to provide an introductory account of the major types of organic photochemical reactions, to enable those with a prior knowledge of basic organic chemistry to appreciate the differences between processes which occur photochemically...
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Test Driven Development: By ExampleAddison Wesley, 2002
Clean code that works - now. This is the seeming contradiction  that lies behind much of the pain of programming. Test-driven development  replies to this contradiction with a paradox-test the program before you write  it.

A new idea? Not at all. Since the dawn of computing,  programmers have been...
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Autonomous Robots: Modeling, Path Planning, and ControlSpringer, 2008

	It is at least two decades since the conventional robotic manipulators have become a common manufacturing tool for different industries, from automotive to pharmaceutical. The proven benefits of utilizing robotic manipulators for manufacturing in different industries motivated scientists and researchers to try to extend the applications of...
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Analytical Geometry of Three Dimensions (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 2006

	Brief but rigorous, this text is geared toward advanced undergraduates and graduate students. It covers the coordinate system, planes and lines, spheres, homogeneous coordinates, general equations of the second degree, quadric in Cartesian coordinates, and intersection of quadrics.

	Mathematician, physicist, and astronomer, William...
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